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Canonical and BRSTQuantization
of Constrained Systems

R. LOLL

ABSTRACT. We discuss the possibility of generalizing the Dirac condition
(1); Itliphys >= 0 for Hamiltonian systems with non-abelian first-class con-
straints and introduce a distinction between constrained systems of a)-type
and b)-type, according to the "classical" or "quantum" nature of their con-
straints. The equivalence between BRST quantum theory and a canonical
quantization a la Dirac is investigated, and different definitions of quantum
observables and states in the two approaches are set into correspondence.
We find that only little of the algebraic structure of the classical BRST
symmetry of observables can be preserved in the quantum theory.

1. Generalizing the Dirac condition

This paper deals with some aspects of the Hilbert space-based quantization
of (finite-dimensional) systems subject to a set of first-class constraints. Part of
its content, especially from the general discussion in this section, is also relevant
to the infinite-dimensional case.

The main results, concerning the equivalence of the BRST and the usual
canonical quantization a la Dirac and the quantization of the full classical BRST
symmetry, are presented in §2. We analyze the usual BRST prescriptions for
constructing quantum observables and physical states by decomposing them into
Grassmann-odd and -even parts and comparing the latter with their usual defini-
tions in a canonical setting without ghosts. We show that only little of the BRST
symmetry of classical (extended) observables can be preserved in the quantum
theory. In particular, no interpretation emerges for the higher-order coefficients
of BRST quantum observables and wave functions, and the unphysical indefinite-
metric "Hilbert space" structure and hermiticity assignments to ghost operators
appear as mere artefacts of the "formal" quantization procedure. We conjecture
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that the definition [, Aeri] = 0 for quantum observables Aext is in general more
restrictive than corresponding definitions in the canonical formulation, but for
the special case where the constraints arise from a group action on phase space,

and under the general assumptions made, the two approaches are essentially

equivalent.
In this section, we discuss the issue of generalizing the Dirac condition ((D2)

below) to project out physical quantum states, of which the BRST condition
((B2) below) is just one example. Moreover we use the opportunity to introduce
a distinction between "classical" and "quantum constraints" which we think is
conceptually useful, and emphasize the need for some "physicality criteria".

The classical data we start from are a 2n-dimensional phase space S and its
associated function space C"(S), together with a set of m constraint functions

(Di E C"(S), i = 1, m, which restrict the classically allowed states of the
system to points s E S satisfying F(s) = 0, V i, and which furthermore give rise

to a degeneracy ("gauge equivalence") between sets of points describing the same

physical state of the system. As first-class constraints, they obey Poisson-bracket

relations of the form

fDi, ) = Cii k iDk , (1.1)

where Ciik E C°°(S). Examples of such systems and their field theoretic ana-
logues abound in physics, and both classical and quantum structures have been
studied extensively (overall references are [Sun], [HRT], [GiTy]). The first sys-

tematic and foundational studies of the classical aspects were made by Dirac
[Dill.] in 1950 (see also [Sun] for more references). A corresponding quantum
theory was laid down by Dirac in his famous "Lectures on Quantum Mechanics"

[Dir2], which till today lies at the heart of most attempts to canonically quantize
theories with constraints, although some of its limitations were already clear to

its author.
It is surprisingly hard to adapt the usual set of rules, relating physical prop-

erties of a quantum mechanical system to certain mathematical structures (to

be found in any text book on quantum mechanics), to the case of systems with
(first-class) constraints. The main question seems to be: "What are observ-

ables?" , in particular, "Are the constraints themselves observables (which must

be represented by self-adjoint operators on some Hilbert space)?". We would like

to suggest that before attempting to answer these and related questions, some
more physical input is needed, which depends on the system under consideration,
namely, which of the following two categories it belongs to:
a) the system is for some a priori reason confined to a state in which it can be

said to possess exactly the classical values of the constraints, (Di = 0, and/or
strictly obey the gauge symmetry associated with the (Di;

b) the constraints are obeyed only in some appropriate statistical average or
semiclassical limit; the system is in principle subject to "quantum tunnelling"

off the classical constraint surface defined by (Di = 0, and/or the classical

(ki

...,
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symmetry can be broken at the quantum level.

In case a) one would try to treat the constraints "as classically as possible" in
order to strictly enforce them. Ideally the classically reduced system, i.e. the
true physical degrees of freedom, should be quantized directly. If that is not
possible, one could adopt a quantization procedure for the unreduced system
which in case where a quantization for both the reduced and the unreduced
system is available, leads to the commutativity of constraining and quantizing.
Such commutativity is not expected to occur in case b), where the degrees of
freedom associated with the constraints are themselves subject to quantization.
For example, such quantum behaviour of the constraints may manifest itself in a
non-zero probability to find the system in a classically forbidden region. Still the
quantization must account for the fact that the classical constraints and their
associated gauge symmetry cannot be violated to an arbitrary extent. In the
example just used this may translate into the statement that "the probability
of finding the system outside a certain neighbourhood of the constraint surface
(Di = 0 is practically zero". An estimate of the size of such a neighbourhood
must again be related to the properties of a specific system under consideration
and may be translatable into a condition on the spectrum of the corresponding
operators

Clearly the distinction between cases a) and b) is not a philosophical one (as
suggested, for instance, in [Kun]), because they will in general lead to different
quantum theories for a given classical system, and hence different predictions
which are in principle subject to experimental verification. In practice it may
be difficult to decide between the two possibilities, or a system may possess
constraints of both a)- and b)-type which cannot be properly disentangled. There
may not be sufficiently many physical data available, in particular when the
constrained system is given by an abstract mathematical model with little or no
relation to any physical realization. If the constraints are just the result of a
previous enlargement of phase space, which was made on purely mathematical
grounds, say, to obtain a structure that is suitable as a starting point for a specific
quantization scheme, one would expect them to be of a)-type. If, on the other
hand, the system was enlarged in order to realize some fundamental physical
principle (like, for example, Lorentz covariance), then the ensuing constraints
may be of b)-type.

In a given quantization scheme, assumptions Lbout the nature of the con-
straints are often made only implicitly, which may lead to confusion when com-
paring different methods or interpreting their results. In §2 below we will leave
open the possibility that the quantum structures associated with the unreduced
system (for example, the scalar product, states that can be prepared, the con-
straint operators etc.) do have some physical significance, and in this sense we are
concerned with systems of the b)-type. For instance, we are interested in whether
anything can be learned about the unreduced system by BRST-extending it. If,
on the other hand, one takes the view point that quantum structures of the
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unreduced system do not have any physical significance (i.e. it is of type a)
according to our classification), the choice of possible "quantizations" of this

system is greatly enlarged. The only physical requirement in this case is the
internal consistency of and the absence of unphysical features from the final,

reduced quantum system.
So far we have not spelled out what precise mathematical structures should

be set into correspondence with systems of type a) and b). Unfortunately no
"best quantization method" has emerged as yet for general classical Hamiltonian

systems (not even for systems without constraints), for a variety of technical and

conceptual reasons, one out of many being that the distinction introduced above
is rarely addressed explicitly. The guide-line for any general (presumably non-
unique) quantization scheme can only be a minimal set of physical requirements

on the expectation values of the constrained theory. For example, one may use

the condition

(DI) < II/%1111 >= 0, Vi

for any pair of physical wave functions 1W >, > E nph C 7i, which we will
call the "weak Dirac condition on states". (We are using Dirac's bra- and ket-
notation.) It presupposes the existence of a scalar product on the Hilbert space

71, with 14` >, 141' > E and the 1, to be sufficiently well-behaved (usually
self-adjoint) operators on 7-1 in order for (D1) to be well defined. However, in
certain situations (D1) may be too restrictive, and we may want to allow some

of the eigenvalues < TICK/ >, with 111 > E 71ph, to be non-zero and of order
h, say. Alternatively, if the constraints are not regarded as observables in the

usual sense, one may not even assign operator status to them and construct the
physical Hilbert space in some other way. Another drawback of condition (D1)

is that it is not very practicable: using it to find all of Nph requires knowledge

of the entire spectrum of the C; moreover, Iiph may not be unique. In any case,

a condition on states like (D1) always has to be supplemented by a definition of
physical observables. Part of §2 of this paper is devoted to the analysis of such

pairs of conditions on states and observables, which are in some sense dual to

each other.
The condition that is almost universally adopted to project out physical wave

functions is not (D1), but

(D2) &IW >= 0, Vi,

which we will call the "strong Dirac condition on states". If the are self-adjoint

operators and 1111 > E 71, then for given 141 >, (D2) implies (D1); however, often

(D2) is interpreted by physicists in a much looser sense, namely as a set of

H,

Oi

141'
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differential equations on elements 141 > of some linear function space given
by differential operators (I); acting on .C. Ignoring for the moment the question
whether and how such a procedure can be made physically meaningful, it has
certainly contributed to the popularity of (D2). This condition is also the one
given by Dirac in [Dir2]. Its inherent problem is that it is mainly geared towards
the case of linear phase spaces S and a set of abelian constraints {(1)i}, as we
will illustrate in the following.

The condition (D2) is rather restrictive, and the indications are that its lim-
itations will become more pronounced in cases where the phase space is not a
vector space and/or the constraint algebra is non-abelian, as often happens in
interesting physical applications. Use of the strong Dirac conditioa in such sys-
tems may lead to unexpected results. For example, in [Lo2] a U(1)-gauge model
with a non-trivial phase space is quantized using group-theoretical methods. The
quantization of the unreduced system is non-unique and application of the Dirac
condition (i) 0 turns out to be representation-dependent, and yields as
physical Hilbert spaces either the zero vector, a single irreducible or an infinitely
reducible representation of the reduced classical system.

Another well-known problem associated with (D2) concerns the spectra of
the constraint operators 3i: once a quantization for the unreduced system (with
Hilbert space 11) has been found, the value zero may lie in the discrete or the
continuous part of the spectrum or even outside the spectrum of 1,. In the
latter case the physical Hilbert space Nph is trivial, and for zero lying in the
continuous part, wave functions projected out by the Dirac condition (D2) have
zero-measure with respect to the scalar product on 71, i.e. the scalar product on

does not project down to Hph . For this reason in some quantization approaches
the imposition of a scalar product and thus a Hilbert space structure on Hph is
left to the very end. For example, in Ashtekar's quantization program [Ash] the
scalar product is selected by requiring self-adjointness of a set of basic physical
observables. Duval et al. [DET], [DEGST] obtain the scalar product on nph
from the quantization of the classically reduced system.

In the context of a BRST-extended version of geometric quantization, a mod-
ification of (D2), first appearing in [KoSt], was elaborated upon in [Tuyl],
[DET]. It is given by

2i Ciel >, (1.3)

for the case that the constraints are related to a free and proper Lie group action
on phase space. This result is obtained in an attempt to achieve commutativity
between constraining and quantizing in systems of type a) within a geometric
quantization approach. For so-called non-unimodular groups the right-hand side
of (1.3) is non-vanishing and thus turns the invariance condition (D2) turns
into an equivariance condition. It is easy to check that (1.3) is consistent with
the quantum analogues ihC111,ik of equations (1.1). However, (1.3)
clearly violates the condition (D1), and so far has not been given a physical

.C,

1W >=

11

>=

[3i, (1)i] =

`id* (`F
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interpretation. It would be interesting to know whether conditions similar to
(1.3) occur also in other quantization schemes.

Let us at this point mention another slightly "strange" feature of the Dirac

condition (D2): for non-abelian constraints, wave functions 14 > solving (D2)

are required to be simultaneous eigenvectors (with zero eigenvalues) of a whole

set of self-adjoint, non-commuting operators 1i,. This does not usually happen
in any physical quantum system, and is another indication that the (ki are some-
what special observables, if at all. In a group-theoretical quantization approach,
Aldaya et al. [ALN] have therefore considered applying only part of the op-

erators via conditions (D2) on physical wave functions (in the language of
geometric quantization, this amounts to introducing a polarization on the set of

constraints).
For non-trivial phase spaces and non-abelian constraints one is therefore inter-

ested in other possible modifications or generalizations of the strong Dirac con-
dition, nevertheless compatible with some minimal physical requirements, which

are important if one wishes to interpret them in the context of systems of type
b). There is no a priori reason why the reduced quantum structure should neces-

sarily come from invariant structures of the unreduced system. In the case of a
non-abelian Lie group G acting on S (and giving rise to the constraints (Di = 0),

a natural generalization of (D2) would be to consider an equivariance condition,
with physical wave functions transforming according to some G-representation,

of which we will encounter an example below in §2.5. Another well-known mod-

ification of the strong Dirac condition is given by

(1.4)

in a Hamiltonian BRST-approach, with a formally self-adjoint BRST operator O

to project out "extended" physical wave functions (depending on both even and
odd variables). Interestingly enough, the classical BRST condition {ft, A} = 0

can be interpreted as an equivariance condition on functions A E Sert, the
BRST-extended classical phase space [Lol], which suggests looking for similar

structures at the quantum level.
Of course there is no unique way of setting up a canonical BRST-quantization,

just as there is no unique quantization without using additional "ghost" variables.

On the BRST-quantum theory some rigorous work has been done for the case of

a non-abelian Lie algebra of constraints (without making use of an abelianization

of constraints which is possible only locally) [KoSt], [ALN], [DET], [DEGST],
[Tuy2]. This is in contrast with the vast number of results that is by now avail-

able on the (co)homological structure of the classical BRST construction, and
for much more general assumptions about the nature of the constraints (see,

for example, the monograph by Henneaux [Hen2] or the comprehensive treatise

by Hiibschmann [Hiib] and references therein). The results of the present work

concern mainly the quantization of this non-abelian case.

1,

el I k1/ > = 0

4>i
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2. Equivalence of BRST and Dirac quantization

The classical BRST structure of first-class systems, in particular, the meaning
of the classical BRST symmetry of extended observables Aext E C°3(Set),

Aext + (SK := ilext + {Q, K), (2.0.1)
is well understood. In a cohomological language, (2.0.1) corresponds to the addi-
tion of a coboundary term within the zeroth cohomology of the Koszul complex
[McM], [Hub], defined by {Q, Aex.i} = 0 and characterizing classical physical
observables.

We want to investigate whether the central role of this "cohomelogical sym-
metry" can be preserved in the quantization. At the classical level the ghosts
and antighosts of the BRST formalism do not have an immediate physical inter-
pretation, but just serve to encode certain (symmetry) features of gauge systems
in an elegant and compact way. Not even the Grassmann character of the addi-
tional ghost variables is absolutely essential, as exemplified in recent attempts of
Duval et al. [DEGST] to "bosonize" the BRST formalism. One is relatively free
in the quantization of the ghost structure, the only requirement being that after
elimination of these "extra degrees of freedom" the resulting physical quantities
should satisfy some minimal physical criteria, like, for instance, (DI).

In the present work, rather than starting with a mathematical definition of
a BRST-quantization, we will investigate to what extent it is possible to pre-
serve the classical BRST symmetry at the quantum level, and analyze which
restrictions criteria of physicality pose on the BRST quantum structure, i.e. on
the extended quantum observables, the extended wave functions and the scalar
product including ghosts. We will make use ofa result in [Lol], where it is shown
that the algebra of classical extended observables can be understood as the space
of C'-functions on a supermanifold Sext. This supermanifold is a vector bundle
over the phase space S, with "ghost fibres". The important observation is that
this bundle is trivial and possesses a canonical trivialization, which allows us to
quantize the ordinary phase space part and the ghost part separately. The total
Hilbert space 7tioi of the theory is thus the tensor product of the Hilbert space
71 associated with the unextended system and the Hilbert space ngh associated
with the ghost variables, Him = H 0 Ho

In view of the discussion in the previous section, we will consider the sim-
plest non-trivial case which may require a modification of the usual Dirac con-
dition (D2). This is the case where the first-class constraints (1); form a finite-
dimensional non-abelian gauge Lie algebra g and arise from a free symplectic
action of a corresponding connected Lie group G on S, whence the Ciik in ex-
pression (1.1) are the structure constants of g. Although this case is much too
restrictive from the point of view of physical applications, it will be sufficient to
illustrate most of the points made below. We will not consider the possibility
of transforming to an open gauge algebra [Hera] by a canonical transformation
on the extended phase space.

Aext
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2.1. The classical BRST symmetry.
Let us first give a brief summary of the main features of the classical BRST

treatment and the origin of the BRST symmetry. The main ingredient in the
formalism is the BRST generator Q, which in the present case is given by

Q = Ciik Pk, (2.1.1)

where the m ghost-antighost pairs Pi), i = 1, , rn, are basic anticommuting
variables (hence (rii)2 = 0, (Pi)2 = 0), satisfying super-Poisson bracket relations

= = 0

{Pi, Pi} = {13 Pi} = 0 (2.1.2)

= =
We introduce a Z-grading, the so-called ghost number, on polynomials of the g's
and P's. Define gh(ni) = 1, gh(P1) = 1, and the extensions to polynomials
to be additive, e.g. gh(gi = gh(qi)+ gh(pi) etc.. Q has ghost number one
and is nilpotent, {Q, Q} = 0. The gauge invariance of physical observables is
encoded in the condition on extended observables Aext} = 0, with Aext E
C'(S) A(g g*) [KoSt], [Loll, denoting a general extended function of total
ghost number zero,

Aext = A + Aii niPj Aijk/ (2.1.3)

the dots standing for terms containing six or more ghosts and anti-ghosts. Be-
cause of

{Q, !text} =[{(1)i, A) Ai' (Di I + [ {(Di , Aj k }

Crnjk Aim 2Aijkmcpm) 2r17P1 + higher order ghost terms,
(2.1.4)

this yields the conditions

i) {C,A} A3I = 0

ii) Ailk } CRir k + Crnu 1.Ar 2A[ii]km(i'm = 0 (2.1.5)

etc.,

on the even coefficient functions A, Aii ..., with the square brackets indicating
antisymmetrization. The first one is the usual classical condition for A to be
an observable [Dir2], which is equivalent to the statement that the Hamiltonian
vector field associated with A is tangential to the constraint surface.

In the classical theory two observables A and A' = A + Ai(s)(1)1 are physi-
cally equivalent since they describe the same function on the constraint surface
(defined by (Di E 0). i.e. we can add arbitrary phase space-dependent linear

(Di 72-1 1/17i

(ii', . .

17)1, Pi Pi, 1111 .

Pj)

{12,

poDI

+

.

bi

nil?+ +
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combinations of the constraints Oi to any observable without affecting physical
results.

The BRST-invariant extended observable corresponding to A is of the form
(2.1.3) with coefficients satisfying (2.1.5). The BRST observable corresponding
to A' is

Next = A + 'VC + [A13 {Ai , (1), AkC] (2.1.6)

One can now check that AAext = Aext Aext = Q) holds if the constraints
form a true Lie algebra with structure constants Cijk, as we are assuming. How-
ever, since we want ilex( and Next to describe the same physical observable, their
difference must be equivalent to the zero-observable. According to [Hera], one
has to regard two BRST-invariant extended observables as physically equiva-
lent if they differ by a term {Kert, Q}, where Kext is an arbitrary function with
gh(liext), 1, i.e.

Kext = KzP + Kik qi Pi Pk Kijk" if 71-i Pk P1Pm (2.1.7)

with arbitrary phase space-dependent coefficients Ki, Kijk etc.. The freedom of
adding a term bK := {Kext, Q} to a BRST-observable without affecting physical
results is often referred to as the classical BRST symmetry. Direct computation
gives

IKert, Ql = {Q, Kext} = + Pi, Ki} + Cid Kk 2Kiik (Pk] Pj ,

(2.1.8)
hence we have encoded the original "symmetry" A 4 A + AiC, which appears
as the first term in the ghost series.

2.2. Canonical approach: quantum observables and physical wave
functions.

Before discussing the BRST quantum theory we will describe four different
ways of defining quantum observables A according to some orthodox canonical
approach a la Dirac and check their compatibility with the weak and strong Dirac
conditions on physical quantum states, (D1) and (D2). They will be needed later
for comparison with the BRST approach. We assume that the gauge algebra (1.1)
is quantized without anomaly, i.e. the quantum commutators are given by

(2.2.1)

The only physical requirement we impose is that

< W'phl A] Niph > 0, Vi, (2.2.2)

for observables A and Nips > E nph.
(C1) Define quantum observables A by A] = 0, Vi.
This definition is consistent since the commutator of two observables A and
is again an observable:

Pi +
IA1

+

+ +

=
>, IVph

ihCijk(ik.

A

.

[ck

[4'i,
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[3,, [A, :E]] . [[C, Ab E] + bfi = 0. (2.2.3)

Both (Dl) and (D2) are compatible with (C1). Using (D2), the observables map
physical wave functions into physical ones, using (D1), this does not necessarily
happen, but nevertheless condition (2.2.2) is fulfilled.
(C2) Define quantum observables A by [, A] nAi3, Vi.
This means we had {(I)i, A) = Aii 4)1 classically and the quantization prescription
for 4:Pi and A is such that all operators Aii appear on the left of the quantum
constraints (I)j. This is exactly Dirac's requirement on quantum observables
[Dir2]. It is consistent since for the commutator of two observables A and B,
with [(IV A] = ih Ai* and Nti , = ih , we obtain

[C, [A, E]] = ih([A, biu] Aci] ih bikAki ihAikEkj)(1).; =: ih Off .

(2.2.4)

The matrix elements evaluated on physical wave functions become

< [31, A] 14,ph >= ih < Wiph ph >, (2.2.5)

which according to (2.2.2) is required to vanish. Since the Aii on the right-hand
side are arbitrary operators, this will in general only be fulfilled if we define
physical wave functions by the strong Dirac condition (D2).
(C3) Define quantum observables A by [3i, A] Oph O Vi.

Using (D2), this reduces to (iiAliliph >= 0, i.e. the operator A maps physical
states into physical states. For the commutator of two observables we have

[3i, [A, f3]] Oph >= (4)1A/3 - ihAThliph >= 0. (2.2.6)

(Since both A and 14 map nph into itself, so does [A, b].) Using (D1), we find

for the commutators of two observables

[(ii, [A, Eu1I4 ph >= ([4>i, A]) >, (2.2.7)

which would vanish if the quantum observables mapped physical states into
physical states. This however is not the case since in general < Wiph ICAITph >0
0, i.e. a state Aliiph > is not necessarily physical. Hence the commutator of two
observables is not necessarily an observable, and (C3) and (D1) are in general
not compatible.
(C4) Define quantum observables A by < Vph I [C, A] IxTiph >= 0, Vi.
Using (D2), we find that every operator A is an observable, and so is every
commutator [A, .13] . Using (D1), the above condition on A becomes non-trivial,
but again this leads to an inconsistency if we consider the commutator of two
such observables:

< Vph I *) [A, Oph >=< Wiph [(i)i) AJE [CI MAlw ph > , (2.2.8)

=

[11, -

phl

[6i, f31A)oph

E]] l

+
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and there is no reason why this should vanish.
Of the four conditions on quantum observables, (CI) is the strongest and

(C4) the weakest. Using (D2) on wave functions, an observable satisfying (C2)
always satisfies (C3), but the same is not true if we use (D1). We have seen
that the conditions (C2), (C3) and (C4) are in general only compatible with
the strong Dirac condition (D2) on physical states. Still this does not mean
that in particular cases we may not be able to use the weak Dirac condition.
In a given classical system, only a limited subset of physical observables can be
quantized, and it may happen that these observables are such that conditions
like [C, [A, b]] >= 0 or < Vph [A, b]] ITph >= 0 are funled.

This means that a stronger condition on quantum observables implies a weaker
condition on physical states and vice versa. Note that approaches to the quan-
tization of constrained systems rarely make a statement about the existence of
quantum observables, and that particularly for examples involving non-abelian
constraints it is often hard to find more than a very few (see [Lo3], [DET] for
examples). This highlights a more general problem that always occurs when
quantization of a smaller "subsystem" is to be obtained from the quantization of
an extended system. Suppose, for example, we are given some (not necessarily
constrained) physical system with a non-linear phase space S which we do not
know how to quantize. Then we may be able to embed S into some higher-
dimensional vector space V (for example, if S is a G-manifold for some compact
Lie group G, general mathematical theorems [Mos] ensure the existence of an
equivariant embedding of S in some V). However, even if we can find an ap-
propriate space V, the problem of quantizing is by no means trivialized, but
has merely been translated into the problem of finding observables which map
the subspace S into itself. Related difficulties occur for all types of phase space
extensions, for which the BRST method is one example.

2.3. Quantization of the ghosts.
In the BRST quantum theory, our aim will be to preserve as much as possible

of the classical (super-)Poisson bracket algebra of extended functions as commu-
tator algebra of (pseudo-)selfadjoint quantum operators. In the quantization the
super-Poisson bracket relations (2.1.2) of the basic ghost variables become basic
anticommutation relations

VI', 171] = = 0

[Pi, Pi] = Pi] = (2.3.1)

Pi] = = ih Si .

Mathematically these are usually identified as the anticommutators of the Clif-
ford algebra associated with the vector space V = g e g", the direct sum of the
Lie algebra g and its dual g*, spanned by the ghosts 97i E g* and the antighosts

E g, i 1, ..., m, with the scalar product (771, Pj) = and all other
components vanishing [KoSt], [DET]. We can define a Clifford map l' from the

kliph [3i,

[fri ,

0

[fig, [Pi,

=

I

loij
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vector space V into its associated Clifford algebra C(V) satisfying

[T(v), = r(v)F(e) r(v')P(v) = 2(v, V)11c(v), (2.3.2)

where v, v' E V and 11c(v) is the unit in C(V). In terms of the basis of g ED g*
these relations read

[r(ni), r(iPi)] = 0
[r(Pi), r(pi)j = o (2.3.3)

r(s.i)] = =
which, apart from an inessential factor, reproduce exactly (2.3.1). This Clifford
algebra is usually called C(m, in) since in an orthonormal basis for g (1) g* the
scalar product has the signature (m, m). The dimension of C(m, m) is 22m, it is
isomorphic to the algebra of real 2"1 x 2m-matrices, and it has a unique irreducible
representation. The super-Poisson algebra morphism between (2.1.2) and (2.3.1)
can be extended to higher polynomials in the ghost variables of sufficiently low
degree [DET].

We will choose as basis of ghost wave functions the 2771 independent polynomi-
als in the m ghosts, i.e. 11 >, 1n1 >, , 1rim >, 1n1772 >, , 1771 ... rn > , where
the ghosts are supposed to be anticommuting as usual, i.e. Inini >, >
etc.. The operator versions of the classical ghost functions n and P are written
symbolically as

a= if and Pi =
an'

and their action on the basic wave functions is, as usual, given by

ni11 > f >, Or/ >= >, etc.

Pill >= 0, PiIrri >= ih6jIi >, etc.
A general BRST-extended wave function will be written as

(2.3.4)

(2.3.5)

lwext >tot=IT qiii >totE-
(2.3.6)

> 11 >gh > Ini >gh +1111ij > >gh

where we have decomposed the scalar product on ntot into a canonical and a
ghost part and introduced the explicit notation < I >tot=< 1 >< 1 >gh. The
even wave functions from 7-1 appearing as coefficients in this expansion carry
totally antisymmetric indices. Note that at this stage the only natural scalar
product we can define on the representation space of the ghost wave functions is
the one induced by the scalar product on V . However, since the subspace of V
spanned by the ni is maximally isotropic, this scalar product vanishes identically.
Since we want to explore the possibility of having the (canonical) scalar product
on physical wave functions induced by that on 7-itot, we will not use this trivial
scalar product. Rather we will leave the scalar product on the ghost sector

r(toj +

2(71i, /3.)

EIT +1411

17N

+

10iO4

ih

+ +
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undefined and determine some restrictions on <
I

>gh derived from physical
requirements.

2.4. BRST quantization and the scalar product.
We will give a short summary of the main features of the standard quantum

BRST formulation [Haul].

a) Main ingredient is the quantum BRST operator 0. It has ghost number one,
[N, = 0, with the ghost number operator N := and is nilpotent,

b) Quantum BRST-observables Aext have ghost number zero, [ICI , A] = 0, and
are BRST-invariant, i.e. [0, ilext] = 0.

c) Two extended observables Aext and rAext are physically equivalent
for arbitrary operators k, of ghost number minus one, [CT, kext] =
As usual we take this to mean

< I [kext IT;,7! >, 0, (2.4.1)

where 'TPh ext > and IT' extph > are elements of some physical subspace of the Hilbert
space 7-itot. Formally this is guaranteed by defining physical functions by the
condition 0I1IipeV >= 0 and requiring 0 to be skew-selfadjoint with respect to
the scalar product <

I
>tot. Under these assumptions any state of the form

!Text >, oIxext > is physical because of the nilpotency of O. This leads to the
BRST quantum cohomology of physical states (wave functions annihilated by 0
modulo functions of the form 0 Ix"' >). Similarly, due to the nilpotency of 0, we
have the BRST quantum cohomology of physical observables (BRST-invariant
observables modulo observables of the form [if ext)(2]) .

Note that the characteristic properties of the BRST operator 0, 02 = 0 and
0t = 0 require that 0 must be an operator on an indefinite inner product space,
as is stated by the following theorem (see [Bog]):

If for any zero-norm vector x orthogonal to itself, (x, x) = 0, in an inner
product space E, there exists some vector 0 not orthogonal to it, (x, 0) 0,

then the inner product is necessarily indefinite (i.e. we necessarily have both
positive and negative elements in E).

In our case a state 0Tert has always zero norm:

II
bkertil2 (Next 04,ext Text 1024,ext 0 (2.4.2)

This means that, unless all states of the form OR"' > vanish identically, we
are dealing with an indefinite metric "Hilbert space". Roughly speaking this
is an infinite-dimensional indefinite-metric space with respect to which ft is a
(pseudo-)hermitian operator. (Pseudo-) hermiticity is still a well-defined concept

.7"11 Pi,

kext.

ph

ft)
0.

=< >.< >=,
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in an indefinite-metric space, the hermitian conjugate i't of an operator T being
defined by (x, tick) (0, tx)*.

Finally we need a prescription of how to recover genuinely physical quantities
from BRST-extended objects, i.e. how to get rid of the ghosts at the end of the
quantization. Important questions in this context are

What is the meaning of the BRST quantum cohomologies?
- Which part of a BRST wave function and a BRST observable is to be re-

garded as physical? Is there a natural meaning one can assign to higher-order
coefficients in both wave functions and observables?

- What is the physical significance of the indefinite scalar product? How can
we recover the usual, positive-definite scalar product on physical, ghost-free
states?
The precise answers to these questions may of course depend on the partic-

ular BRST quantization chosen. The classical higher-order BRST cohomology
contains information about the gauge system, for example, the topology of the
gauge orbits (see [HeTe],[Fig] and references therein), and it would be interest-
ing if analogous statements could be made in the quantum theory. Note that
the BRST cohomology of classical observables "splits" into two quantum coho-
mologies, one of the quantum observables and one of the quantum states. One
expects questions about the Hilbert space structure of the BRST-extended the-
ory to be less straightforward to answer, because the Hilbert space structure of
the theory has, unlike the algebraic structure of the quantum operators, no close
classical analogue. This is illustrated by the discussion above where we mod-
elled the quantum algebra of observables as closely as possible on the classical
super-Poisson bracket algebra, with the condition Oliver > 0 emerging only
as a consequence of these considerations.

In the next paragraphs we will decompose the basic relations defining the
BRST quantum theory into their Grassmann-even and -odd parts, to understand
which conditions they impose on the even, ghost-free sector. We will also consider
alternative definitions of BRST observables and physical states, and compare
the results with the canonical scheme. Of course, operator ordering ambiguities
appear in the BRST quantum theory, both for ordinary and ghost quantities.
Two expressions if 13 and Poi differ in the quantum theory by a term of order h.
For reasons explained below we will adopt the convention that in any expression
containing ghosts all the P's should stand to the right of all the ifs (the so-called
normal ordering).

2.5. The quantum BRST operator and physical BRST wave func-
tions.

The quantum BRST operator is defined by

= (2.5.1)

It is straightforward to verify its nilpotency, [(2, ft] 0. There are two obvious

:=

-

=

iji7)i A.
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ways of defining physical BRST wave functions OA' >E ntot,ph C ntot, imi-
tating the canonical approach (c.f. §2.2), the "weak BRST condition" on matrix
elements,

(B1) < Tipe7,'Poper >tot= 0,

and the "strong BRST condition",

(B2) .21xispef,t >tot= o.

We will analyze under what circumstances one can make these statements mean-
ingful. Defining physical wave functions by (B2) and using equations (2.3.5) and
(2.3.6) yields the following set of equations (using the linear independence of the
ghost wave functions)

i) 4) p h > = 0

ii) phj] > ihC[jj]k Ix I ph ,k >= 0

iii) 4'[iI* phjk] > ih C[j jm I ph ,Im1k] >= 0

etc.

(2.5.2)

Note that we could have chosen a different factor ordering for the trilinear ghost
term in (2.5.1). In this case one obtains additional contributions ihCiii to
all equations in (2.5.2), in particular, equation i) modulo constant factors turns
into condition (1.3). For the b)-type systems under discussion this leads to an
imaginary contribution of order h in (D1). Since we do not know of any physical
interpretation of this fact, we will stick to the factor ordering of equation (2.5.1).

The first equation in (2.5.2) is exactly the strong Dirac condition (D2) on
physical states, the other equations are equivariance conditions which tell us
that the higher-order physical wave functions are not invariant but transform
according to some tensor representation of the gauge group under the action of
the quantum constraints. Note that these conditions do not mix wave functions
with different number of "ghost indices", and that it is therefore consistent to
set coefficients IxIipi-7h."' > with the same number of ghost indices to zero.

Similarly, in order to make any sense of the weak BRST condition (B1) (in
the context of systems of type b)), we will require it to contain (at least) the
weak Dirac condition on states, (D1) above, i.e. for arbitrary Rext liktezt

t AText 0 should imply < WAIT >= 0,
following conditions

Vi. This leads to the
>, >,

>tot =

ss

<
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i) < >gh 0

ii) < V 14)05k II I k >< lIifii > gh= 0

< PZIIJIP >< 111712 > gh= 0

iv) < bk Cjmk klik >< 127i >gh= 0

v) <Wli*6km iticjmk Oki >< >gh= 0

etc.

There are three different solutions:

(2.5.3)

1) < lull >0 0 and all higher-order coefficients Iij >, > etc. vanish.

2) < lij >0 0 and all products of ghost wave functions containing more than
one ghost vanish, i.e. < jI11 >gh= 0, < 1171111' >gh= 0 etc.

3) < 11ni >0 0 and some combination of 1) and 2). For example, we could
assume that > and lx1fi > are the only non-vanishing coefficients in any
Iwext >, then we get the conditions < >gh= 0, < 11712 11j >gh= 0, <

>gh= 0.

2.6. Quantum BRST observables.
We will consider now various definitions of BRST observables Ae, Any Aext

is required to have ghost number zero and therefore of the form

= A + Aii + Aii ki Pk-151 + (2.6.1)

(01) Define BRST quantum observables ;Lt by p, AeA = 0.
Decomposing into terms with same ghost structure, this yields the conditions
(c.f.(2.1.5))

ih =:5ci = o

ii) [(1)[,,A;1k] + in Cmu kAom 2in A[Ij]km(i)m

(ir)2CmnkAti fci jk 0

etc.,

(2.6.2)

The last term in ii) has no classical analogue. It comes from the factor ordering
of higher-order ghost terms. Note also that the quantum constraints I auto-
matically appear on the right of operators like Aii, Ai1km, etc.. This is the
quantized version of equations (2.1.5), moreover, i) is exactly Dirac's condition
on quantum observables A. It remains to be seen whether ii) and higher-order
equations have any physical content. Classically, for a weakly gauge-invariant

'3 k
2

iii)

1
2

Irri7)m111

7/171)
71i17/371k

Aext ?VP; .

i) [31, A]
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111ii

ihqijr

it

11100
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function A, the existence of the higher-order structure functions kik' etc.
is guaranteed [Hera], i.e. we can successively solve the classical analogues of
the equations (2.6.2). The question is: given a classical BRST-invariant observ-
able Aext, when can we find appropriate quantizations for the coefficients A(s),
Ad(s), item (s), , such that the operator equations (2.6.2) hold simultane-
ously? Since we know that even for the simple case of quantization on a phase
space 1182m (without constraints) only a very small number of phase space func-
tions (= observables) can be quantized consistently (namely, the polynomials up
to second order in coordinates and momenta), it is a priori not clear whether
this will be possible. However, for the special case of constraints arising from a
group action we can make use of the fact that any classical Dirac observable A
can be written as A = A' + Aqi, with {A', 43.1} = 0, for some functions Ai. If

we can then find a quantization for A' and (Di such that [A', = 0, a solution
to (2.6.2) is given by A = A' + Aii = jtk [Aj Aijkl = 0 etc..
Hence this condition is equivalent to Dirac's condition (C2) on quantum observ-
ables. This will not be true for the general, non-group case where we expect the
operator condition Aext] = 0 to be stronger than its classical counterpart, in
particular stronger than condition (C2).

The definition (01) of BRST observable is consistent since the commutator
of two such observables is again an observable:

[f2, [Aer,, iit]] = Aext], bext] + rAext, [(2, bex,]] = 0. (2.6.3)

The only thing left to check now is the compatibility with the notion of physical
BRST states. Since the first condition in (2.6.2) is precisely the (Dirac) condition
on physical observables in (C2), the same analysis can be applied here, which
means that in general only (B2) is compatible with (01).
(02) Define BRST quantum observables Aext by p, Aeztj 14 I p"ht >= 0.
This yields the conditions

0 ([d% ihAi*)ITph > >gh= 0

ii) k + ih k )01;,h > ininj >gh= 0

etc.,

(2.6.4)

where we have used the abbreviations X1 and .k.ijk introduced in (2.6.2). All
ghost wave functions are non-vanishing, and hence i) gives a non-trivial condition
on A and Ad which is a mixture of the canonical cases (C2) and (C3).

An argument similar to that used in (C2) shows that the condition (*, A]
ih Adtiiikkes > >gh= 0 on physical observables A is in general only consis-4p
tent if we define physical wave functions by (D2) or, equivalently, physical BRST
wave functions by (B2). In this case the condition on BRST observables reduces

to '.2:1ext ITAt >= 0 and equations (2.6.4) become

Ad,

titi]

3j,

Int

lqi

. . .

A,, + ,

[ft,

A]

[(D,
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iii3jARph >. 0

ii) CijkiiiitiPk)[Asmn + ih Amn] IWph,n > 17/m >gh= o

-2-1CijkiiiiiiPk)[Asmnspq + ih Amn bpq + (ih)2 Ampqn]

Oph,nq > 71m77p >gh= 0

etc.

(2.6.5)

A sufficient condition for i) to hold is the existence of an appropriate factor
ordering of 1, and A such that [3i, A] = ,Aii (Di with some operators Aii ap-
pearing on the left of the quantum constraints. This is exactly Dirac's condition
on observables A. An obvious solution to the remaining equations in (2.6.5)
is given by Aii = and all higher-order operators Aiikm etc. vanish-
ing. Hence, given an operator A satisfying i), we can construct a corresponding
BRST-invariant quantum observable by

1 A
Aext = A

ih (2.6.6)

This definition of a BRST observable is consistent since observables map physical
(BRST) states into physical ones, and so does the commutator of two such
observables. It is weaker than the previous definition (01).
(03) Define BRST quantum observables Aext by < qt

[(2, Aext] >
0.

The analysis of < ex
[

t A
Aext]ph I ") qet >= 0 is similar to that of the weak BRST

condition, and the solutions to the resulting set of equations are the same, but
now with all wave function coefficients 11If >, 111, >, > etc. bearing the
suffix "ph". The solutions are:

1) < 117ii >0 0 and all higher-order coefficients Iph,i >, IlFph,ij > etc. vanish.

2) < 117f >0 0 and all products of ghost wave functions except < 11 >gh and
< 1177' > gh vanish.

3) < 1f >0 0 and some combination of 1) and 2) (c.f. the solutions to (2.5.3)).

This leaves us with just one condition on physical observables A,

< phi.kiKiph >E< 11'ph l ih 32 Igiph >= 0, Vi, (2.6.7)

with no other conditions on the higher coefficients Aii , Aijki of Aext. Def-
inition (03) is consistent only if we define physical wave functions by (D2) or,
equivalently, use (B2) to determine physical BRST states. Then equation (2.6.7)
reduces to

2

iii) (7)*

,

A .

I nfit
=

I

(4);,11]
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< Vph A] I tIlph >= 0, (2.6.8)

which is exactly the canonical case (C4) we discussed earlier. Again it turns
out that every extended operator !text is now a physical observable, and so is of

course the commutator of two such objects.
In summary, (01) is the strongest and (03) the weakest condition on (BRST)

observables. For the group case, both definitions (01) and (02) are equivalent
to Dirac's requirement on quantum observables. In general all three possibilities
are compatible only with the strong BRST condition (B2) on physical states.
However, as we already mentioned in the canonical approach, in particular cases
the weak BRST condition on states may also be sufficient.

2.7. Quantum BRST symmetry and pseudo-selfadjointness.
Independent of the definition we choose for BRST observables, a function of

the form Aert = [O, kext], with any operator kext of ghost number minus one,
is always an observable since

Aext] = kezd] = kext] kextiO (2.7.1)

which vanishes identically because of the nilpotency of the quantum BRST-
operator Q. An arbitrary operator Kezt has the form

kezt = ki + 13; Pk kijk" i2PpP , +
hence

[kez.t = [(2, ke,t] = ih kiC ki] + ih Cikj kk

2ih Rijkik (ih)2Chn2 kikm} . . .

Again note that all the quantum constraints appear on the right. The term
proportional to (ih)2 has no classical analogue. It arises from the factor re-
ordering of higher-order ghost terms. In analogy with the classical case, we
require [O, kezt] to be equivalent to the zero observable, i.e. to have vanishing
scalar product when evaluated on physical states,

(2.7.2)

(2.7.3)

< [,kert] IT;V >tot= 0. (2.7.4)

As mentioned earlier, a sufficient condition for this to happen is definition

(B2) for physical states together with the (formal) selfadjointness property of

the BRST operator, Qt = a This is meant to mimic the canonical treat-
ment where from (Di Iph >= 0 and (14 = 3; it follows immediately that <
41' phl [k, (ii]1111 ph >= 0, for arbitrary k. Analogously, in the case with ghosts
we would like all quantities to be defined in such a way that (2.7.4) is fulfilled
automatically if we define physical states by (B2).

Let us assume now the existence of a scalar product on Htoi and analyze the

selfadjointness condition on Q. From the requirement that

[(1)i,

A [,

kijk + . .
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vext pitext wtexii "s=it 'Text (2.7.5)

should hold for arbitrary wave functions ',pest >, Itvert >, it is straightfor-
ward to derive a set of conditions on expectation values of canonical and ghost
variables, which have as possible solutions (the operators (13.i are supposed to be
self-adjoint with respect to the canonical scalar product on 71):
1) i ij t and I/10k = Pk)t, implying Pi =

2) t and 14/, >, oi; >1 W.. ijk > etc. E 0

3) t and all products of ghost wave functions with two or more ghosts
vanishing, i.e. < 11 qiitj >gh= 0, < 1176177k >gh= 0, < Ortiqk >gh= 0 etc.

4) < lj7f > gh= 0 (implying < ijl >gh= 0) and >, >, 1Wijh > etc. E 0

5) < llif >gh= 0 and all products of ghost wave functions with two or more
ghosts vanishing

6) solutions which treat different higher-order coefficients >, 1Tij >,
differently. For example, if we set I*, --->= 0, 4,, - kik >E .0 etc., one solu-
tion is given by < >gh= 0, < 1171717 > gh= 0, < gilt? > gh= 0 and
< 71'19177k >gh= O.

It is easy to check that any of these solutions, together with the condition (B2)
on physical wave functions, leads to (2.7.4). Note that the requirement of anti-
selfadjointness for P leads automatically to the vanishing of < 111 >gh since

< >gh= < >gh= 0,

but on the other hand

(2.7.6)

< >sh= ihbij < ill >gh (2.7.7)

A similar argument shows that Pit = ±Pi leads to the vanishing of any scalar
product of ghost wave functions containing less than m ghosts, i.e. the only non-
zero scalar products are of the form < ... 1 >, with [i1 being
some permutation of [1

As stated earlier, we are interested in systems of type b), where it is essential
to relate physical and mathematical structures of the reduced and unreduced
quantum theory. Therefore we will insist on the condition < 111 >gh 0 since
only in this case can the scalar product between two extended wave functions,

vezt 'Text reduce to the ordinary scalar product if 141ext > and 11111ert >
do not contain any ghost contributions, i.e. if iq,ext /tot= 141 > 11 >gh and
Toxt >tot= IT/ > Ii >gh. This excludes solution 1) from the above list (the one

< >=< >

7)1 =

=

lIqi

ifi llt,lll

qi- ...in)]

< >to

-Pit

lit; 1111ii
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normally adopted). This is no particular reason for worry since it only reflects
the fact that a ghost scalar product with the ensuing hermiticity assignments
for ghost operators was introduced to achieve formal resemblance with the usual
canonical quantization, and may turn out to be a not very useful structure to
work with.

We will now determine under what conditions < >= 0 follows
from (2.7.4), without making any assumptions about the hermiticity properties
of the ghost operators. We also leave open the definition of physical states for
the moment. The conditions are

< p h Ikk + ([3i, ki] ih Gikj kk -F2ih kiik(14+

(ih)2Ckmj kikm)Ik ph,j >< 1lii >gh= 0

ii) < Vph,i 1 jIh1ph >< 71211 >gh= 0

iii) < >< 11i77kp >gh= o

iv) < _'ph,n + ki] ihCikikk 2ih kijk.ik+

(ih)2ckniikikm)oph,; >< YI71 >gh= 0

etc.

The possible solutions are

1) All higher-order coefficients of physical BRST wave functions vanish: I Tph,i

= 0, > = 0 etc..

(2.7.8)

2) All ghost scalar products involving one or more 77's vanish: < 1171: >gh= 0,
< 1I71:7? >gh= 0, < 712 17-/-7 >gh= 0 etc.

3) Other solutions which do not treat all higher-order coefficients of opexht > on
an equal footing. For example, if we assume that only 14/ph > and > are
nonvanishing, we obtain the conditions < lf >gh= 0 and <71j2 >gh= 0.

All these solutions imply that the extended scalar product of two extended wave
functions is proportional to the canonical scalar product of their ghost-free parts,

vextigiext
>tot=< 111111 >< 1(1 >gh. In particular, since in solution 1)

the higher-order coefficients of the physical BRST wave function vanish anyway,
we can without loss of generality represent all extended wave functions by their
ghost-free part. In solution 2) these higher-order coefficients may be non-zero,
but they do not contribute to any scalar products. The question of selfadjointness
becomes trivial, since both < 11)i I W > and < 11/1ezt 'Text

IA > vanish
identically. Likewise zero-norm states of the form ON"' > vanish identically
because they do not contain a ghost-free part,

kiti); kI/ph

([(Fi, +

>,
Oph,ij

Niph,i
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(21X"i >= 3iIX > 19i >gh > -1171iTri >gh (2.7.9)

We do not obtain any negative-norm states since there are no wave functions
oert > with < Iclx >0 O. The same analysis applies to the solutions 2),
4), 5) and 6) following equation (2.7.5).

The use of the weak BRST condition on physical states, (B1), is in general
not compatible with the assumption that operators [kext, el] should correspond
to the zero observable, since there is no guarantee that their matrix elements,
evaluated on physical (BRST) states vanish. This is equivalent to saying that
the weak Dirac condition on states, (D1), does not guarantee the vanishing of
expressions of the form < >. We could therefore have assumed
from the very beginning that physical BRST wave functions are defined by the
strong condition (B2). In this case some of the equations in (2.7.5) are fulfilled
automatically (the left-hand sides of i), ii) and iii) vanish identically and iv) is
the first non-trivial condition). The resulting set of solutions is weaker:

1') All higher-order coefficients of physical BRST wave functions vanish: >
=. Were > = 0 etc. (same as before).

2') All ghost scalar products involving Iwo or more Tis vanish.

3') Other solutions which do not treat all higher-order coefficients of Nip! > on
an equal footing. For example, if we assume that only Nigh > and IhIIph,i >
are nonvanishing, we obtain the condition < ijji >gh= 0.

Cases 2') and 3') allow for a slightly generalized scalar product, with non-
vanishing contributions from wave functions with one ghost index (the analysis
of the following paragraph applies also to solution 3) following (2.7.5)):

< xliiert1Wert >tot=< IF'1111 >< 111 >gh+ < >< 1177i >gh +

+ < >< nill >gh .

(2.7.10)

Hence we may write a general extended wave function as 'Wert >tot= 1W >
11 >gh > >gh. Its norm is given by

11Wertlffot = 0112+ < 411411 >< >gh < >< >gh, (2.7.11)

where we have chosen the normalization < 111 >gh= 1. With respect to this
scalar product all wave functions of the form ether' > have zero norm, but not
necessarily vanishing scalar product with another state 'Text >, since

+[(1)ilx; +

%Pert
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xpextixext >tot= < Jt + IX?'" >gh= < **IX >< 11 7ri >gh
(2.7.12)

This vanishes only if IT > is a physical wave function that is annihilated by
all the quantum constraints, i.e. the extended "Hilbert" space litot contains
states with negative norm. However, not only states of the form Qixext > have
zero norm, but also any state Iwert >, and their existence leads to
negative-norm states as well.

2.8. Negative-norm states.
We must make sure that the final physical Hilbert space does not contain any

negative-norm states. In the BRST approach this is usually done in the following
way: defining physical wave functions by S-211IfiT >= 0, all zero-norm states of
the form lFert >= f2iXext > are physical, but decouple in the sense that their
scalar product with any other physical wave function vanishes:

ixext >tot= < If2fIXert >tot= 0
Even if we ignore the question of hermiticity of the BRST operator for the
moment, another problem arises: are all zero-norm states of the form Rext
fuNext > for some Ixert >? If they are not, the physical Hilbert space still
contains negative-norm states, which is of course unacceptable in any physical
theory. In other words, we get into trouble whenever the higher-order BRST
quantum cohomology of states is non-trivial (different ghost sectors decouple in
this cohomology, hence by "higher-order" we mean wave functions containing at
least one ghost, i.e. >, W,zfri > etc.).

Exactly the same problem occurs also in the present case, although we have
abandoned the condition f2t = l. We can only find a physical interpretation of
the theory if the first cohomology of extended wave functions vanishes, i.e. if
any m-tuple {IlFi >} of wave functions satisfying

> >= 0

can be written as

(2.8.2)

>= > j = (2.8.3)

for some wave function Ix >. The author has no idea when or whether this
happens in the general case. Thus, in the approach we have been following so
far, there do not seem to exist compelling reasons for keeping any of the higher-
order ghost terms in an extended wave function IText

2.9. Conclusions.
Clearly a quantum observable has to be identified with the ghost-free part

A of a BRST observable Aext. For the group case, defining BRST observables
by [O, Aer] = 0 or [o, Aext]Infit >= 0 is equivalent to Dirac's condition (C2).

>= Into

< (2.8.1)

>=

I 71i

(13[i Wi] I k

tijIX

I imum
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However, for more general types of constraints we expect [, Aexot] = 0 to impose
stronger restrictions on the Aert because the whole series of equations (3.1.4)
for the higher-order coefficients Aii , Aii km etc. has to be satisfied as operator
equations. In this case not every quantum observable A according to Dirac's def-
inition (c.f. after (C2)) would have a corresponding BRST-invariant observable
A50t such that Ae = A + more.

None of the definitions of BRST observable is in general consistent with the
weak BRST condition on BRST wave functions. In (02), for any operator that is
a quantum observable in the sense of Dirac, we can construct a BRST-invariant
observable according to (2.6.6), in (03) we can consistently set all higher ghost
coefficients to zero, i.e. choose At = A. Working with definition (01), the
operators Aii, Aijkm etc. are the quantized versions of the classical higher-order
coefficients, in (02) and (03) they do not have any obvious physical interpreta-
tion.

We have seen earlier that in the classical case any linear combination Ki<Di of
the constraints is equivalent to the zero observable and that this statement was
encoded into the classical BRST symmetry Aert Aert {C2, In order to
preserve this "symmetry" in the quantum theory, we had to require that 0, kerd
vanish between physical states, which imposes severe restrictions on BRST wave
functions and the extended scalar product. Also, we must necessarily define
physical BRST states by the strong BRST condition, Oper >= O.

Furthermore we showed that the condition of pseudo-selfadjointness for 0 is
incompatible with the requirement that for wave functions with ghost number
zero the extended scalar product should reduce to the canonical one. This is
not surprising since the condition 01 = 0 was only introduced to achieve formal
resemblance with expressions in the canonical approach. We therefore dropped
the selfadjointness condition and are now left with essentially two possibilities
of defining the extended scalar product. The first one is given by

< *IR >; (2.9.1)

in this case the higher-order coefficients in the extended wave functions have no
physical significance whatsoever, and there are zero-norm, but no negative-norm
states. In calculating matrix elements of BRST observables Aert, (2.6.1), only
the ghost-free part A gives a contribution to the scalar product,

vext lAext isr-ext
rE >tot= < WilAR >

The alternative scalar product is

(2.9.2)

eXt ext
w >< ljf >gh < >< ifIl >gh

(2.7.10)
where we assume that neither < 7)111 >gh nor < 117e >gla vanish. For matrix
elements of BRST observables (2.6.1) we find

Ifext}.

vest

< .

< >tot=< > < kl/

> =<

+ + .
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< oext,,,ezt*text >tot=< *VI* > < 1111i1A1111 >< 71111 >gh

< >< llif >gh +ih < Of' >< 117,i >gh
(2.9.3)

Since we know that ties represents the canonical quantum operator A, we must
require that the last three terms on the right-hand side of (2.9.3) vanish, at least
on physical wave functions >. We analyze the implications for each defi-
nition of BRST observable separately:

1) Using definition (01), we cannot set Aii 0, hence we have to assume that
for physical wave functions the first-order coefficients Ixlipki > vanish, which
effectively leads us back to the scalar product (2.9.1).

2) Using definition (02), the last two terms on the right-hand side of (2.9.3) can-
cel each other due to Aij = A-AY , but we still need I Tph,i >E- 0, leading
back to (2.9.1).

3) Using definition (03), we are free to set Aii to zero, but again need the
condition I AIsph,i >E- 0 to cancel the second and third term in (2.9.3), and the
conclusion is the same as before.

We conclude that under the assumptions we have made, without loss of generality
the only scalar product one can adopt on the extended "Hilbert" space litot is
the one given by (2.9.1), which completely ignores the ghost structure of BRST
wave functions and observables. In this sense problems concerning negative-
norm states and pseudo-hermiticity of operators appear here as mere artefacts
of the BRST formalism.

Let us at this point comment on the scalar product proposed by Henneaux
in [Hen1]. The discussion there essentially concerns the case of abelian con-
straints, where classically the constraints are supposed to be given by the first m
canonical momenta pi, i = 1, . . . , in, of the original phase space. The extended
scalar product involves an integration over the m ghost variables Ili, and the
ghost and antighost operators i and Pi are supposed to be selfadjoint and anti-
selfadjoint respectively. As we have seen above, this leads to the vanishing of the
scalar product of two ghost-free functions. It is suggested in [Hen1.] that the
zeros coming from the ghost integration f dill should cancel against the infinities
arising from the integration over the first m canonical coordinates, f dqi, to give
unity. However, this assumption cannot be correct in a more general context,
since we could equally well have chosen a compact gauge group, in which case
the integration over the analogues of the canonical coordinates q would have
been finite, but the scalar product of states with zero ghost number would still
have vanished. Of course one can always locally abelianize the constraints in

Itliper

+ +

+ j
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the classical theory, but in general this is not true globally and therefore of not
much use in the quantum theory [Ish]. Note also that nowhere in our previous
discussion have we resorted to the possibility of abelianizing the constraints.

A similar comment concerns the attempt to accomodate a rigged Hilbert
space structure in the BRST approach, as has been proposed by Thomi [Tho].
This deals with the problem that for the case of pure momentum constraints the
eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue zero of the quantum constraints are
not elements of a Hilbert space, but are so-called generalized eigenvectors which
are not square-integrable. The main idea put forward in [Tho] is to consider
wave function coefficients of all ghost orders and assign them to different parts of
the rigged Hilbert space (consisting of test functions, square-integrable functions
and distributions) in such a way that all pairings between these coefficients are
well defined.

However, it seems to be rather unnatural to treat different "ghost sectors" of
extended wave functions in this way. The condition 121111ext >= 0 never leads to
any condition on the highest-order coefficient of 1k 11"t >, i.e. the wave functions
with m ghost indices, hence their interpretation is unclear. For the case of a non-
abelian gauge group, the higher-order coefficients >, I kFph,ij > etc. of a
physical BRST state obey equivariance rather than invariance conditions, which
are of the type of generalized Dirac conditions we discussed in §1. Unfortunately,
in our discussion no natural meaning emerged for these higher-order coefficients,
and hence for the higher-order BRST cohomology of physical states. On the
contrary, when in §2.8 we assumed the first-order coefficients Ri > to be non-
zero, we could only find a physical interpretation for the theory if the first BRST
cohomology was trivial, i.e. if every wave function > >gh was of the
form of a BRST coboundary, -=-2ixext (2.8.2), (2.8.3)). Therefore it seems
sensible to adopt from the outset a zero-ghost number condition on BRST wave
functions, J1pexi 0.

The BRST "gauge" symmetry Aext Aext {Q, K ext) at the quantum level
boils down to the assertion that we can add to any quantum observable A an op-
erator of the form Ii,, for arbitrary operators ki, as long as we define physical
states by the strong Dirac (or, equivalently, BRST) condition. The usefulness of
this symmetry and the significance of the BRST quantum cohomology of physi-
cal observables is unclear, at least in the present context. Moreover, it excludes
the possibility of defining physical states by a weak Dirac (or BRST) condition.

We started by asking how much of the classical canonical BRST symmetry
and algebraic structure can be preserved in the quantum theory; the investiga-
tions described in this paper suggest the answer: "little". This final conclusion
is in fact quite similar to that reached in [Tuy2], where the BRST quantum
theory is discussed within the framework of an extended geometric quantiza-
tion procedure, and with a much heavier mathematical machinery. Our results
also illustrate the observation made in [DET] about the general absence of a
quantization of (subsets of) the super-Poisson algebra of extended phase space

111/ph,i

141ph,i

> (c.f.

>=

Iei

+
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functions C°°(Sezt) C(S) A(g e g*), because of the form of the classical
super-Poisson bracket,

{A(s) F(n, P), B(s) 0 G(71, P)} =

={A(s), B(s)) F(?), P) A G(q, P) A(s)B(s) 0 {F(77, P), P)},
(2.9.4)

which makes essential use of the (anti-)commutativity of elements of both C(S)
and A(g e g*) However, these authors (implicitly) are mainly concerned with
systems of type a); we have seen that for systems of type b) these observations
become even more significant. We would like to emphasize that apart from quan-
tizing the classical BRST and ghost number operator, one wants to quantize as
many physical observables as possible. If in the quantum theory only very few
quantum observables can be found, one should get seriously worried about the
status of the quantization procedure used. The canonical BRST formulation
does not seem to simplify the search for observables and does not solve operator
ordering problems associated with the Grassmann-even variables. On the con-
trary, depending on the condition we impose on BRST observables, it may be
more restrictive than the usual canonical approach.

These (in a sense negative) conclusions we have reached for the simplest and
most regular case of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra of first-class constraints
arising from a free symplectic action of a connected Lie group G on phase space,
which (at least for systems of type b)) does not provide much indication that
the canonical BRST approach will advance our physical understanding of the
quantization of more general and physically interesting cases like, for instance,
that of an open gauge algebra of constraints.
Acknowledgement. I thank a referee for pointing out the solution to (2.6.2) and
another one for detailed comments.
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